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Fish

Penguin
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Seahorse

These animal figures automatically 
spray water or the children can 

pump up the water with our safe 
hand pump. We developed an 

unique and universal hand pump. 
Without risk of jamming and 

composed of durable materials. 
We can also place interactive 

sensors into these figures, 
ask us about the 

possibilities.

Duck

 Hippo

ANIMAL FIGURES

Snake
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Ocean
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Rainbow

TODDLER SLIDES

Smiley

Our slides are available in several themes and can be 
mounted at various positions. All slides can be supplied 
with or without water connection(s).
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GROUNDS FAMILY SLIDES
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HUTS WITH SLIDE WATER PLAY 
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All water play elements are placed 
on a flat floor, without water level. 
This means that hardly any super-
vision is necessary. Even the smallest 
children can already crawl around. 
Numerous models and combinations 
are possible, both inside and outside.

SPRAY PARKS
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Mega 
tumble smiley

Water tables

Watergate 
tumble smiley 
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WATER PLAY EQUIPMENT
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Shooters

Arch 
tumble smiley



TODDLER POOLS

The pools are built using separate 
elements, allowing us to adjust the 

shape, size and colour. This means we 
can supply a toddler pool completely in 

line with your needs.

+/- 310 m2

+/- 180 m2

+/- 100 m2
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+/- 60 m2
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Watergate  
tumble melons

Tumble trees

Wall 
tumble buckets
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Interactive basket game
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INTERACTIVE GAMES

Water shooters Bullseye

Water flow

Tubes game



Zwembadmeubilair
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Polyester chairs

Wall closets

3D Figures

Stages
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CUSTOM MADE

Swimming pool grids

Swimming pool stairs

Swimming pool edges



Your partner for endless fun in the water!
Pooljoy is specialised in designing and producing water play equipment for recreational water pleas-
ure. With more than 25 years of experience we are the perfect partner for endless playing pleasure 
in the water! Client-oriented, sustainable and maintenance friendly. That is what we stand for!

Because of our experience and knowledge over many years you can be certain that you will always 
have top-quality water play equipment in your swimming pool or toddler bath. This is because we 
use a specially composed plastic. As a result our products are extremely maintenance friendly and 
we can guarantee a longer life. So you can also reduce your maintenance costs.

You can also contact us for the renovation of your current swimming pool of playground. We gladly 
advise you about all the possibilities at Pooljoy.

More information?
On our website you can find all information about the extensive options and various
models. We can also deliver customized products.

Discover what Pooljoy can mean for you. Please contact us for a personal advice.

Pooljoy
Nijverheidsstraat 16
5531 AA Bladel (NL)

T: +31(0)497-820221
info@pooljoy.nl
www.pooljoy.nl


